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1. Introduction 

Scalability and high-availability are two buzzwords that drive today’s cloud-computing 

industry. Everyone wants their software to be just like that – to be able to provide very fast 

response times, scale with user needs and withstand any unforeseen catastrophes, be it just 

a power failure or an earthquake. 

In an inversion of control framework, you just put together a bunch of components, and let 

the container figure out how to hook them up. For details, see [Fowler] 

Using a Java EE application server and/or using the Spring framework – just to name the 

two most widely adopted options - are two solutions one can employ. Most application 

servers offer load-balancing and replication features out of the box, but for many scenarios, 

they are too heavy-weight, and you need to conform with standards which implies many 

restrictions regarding both the architecture of your application and what and what can’t you 

do. The Spring framework is actually a collection of several Spring projects, ranging from a 

container providing basic IoC capabilities to a full-blown web and security framework. No 

matter which one chooses, the learning has been steep. So far. The acceptance of JSR-299 

(@Inject) as part of Java EE 6, and widespread adaptation of metadata driven component 

development is giving us new ways to design software, and it’s a good way to go. 

The framework introduced in this thesis is dubbed Sparky. There were two main goals 

while designing it: 

- should be easy to get started for even a novice 

- leave room for expansion 

Besides providing basic inversion of control things, I’m going to outline two applications 

of the container: 

- enhancing availability using method-replication, and 

- implement a dumbed-down version of Google’s MapReduce [MapReduce]. 

Hopefully the result will speak for itself. 
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2. User’s guide 

2.1. Prerequisite software environment 

The software is a Java library, thus it requires the Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE) to 

run, which can be downloaded from http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp. The 

latest version is always recommended, but any version from the 1.6 line will work. 

The supported operating system is the same as the JVM’s: 

- Microsoft Windows 7/Vista/XP/2008/2003/2000 x86/x64 and Itanium
1
 

- Oracle Solaris x86/x64/SPARC 

- Linux x86/x64/SPARC 

The library is meant to be a basic component in your software, so you will probably need 

the Java SE Development Environment (JDK) to develop your application. 

The library uses cglib for dynamic proxy generation, which can be downloaded from 

http://cglib.sourceforge.net. The bundle prefixed with –nodep is the preferred, as it contains 

all cglib dependencies. This jar should be on the classpath. 

If you are planning on using it as a distributed container, then you need either OpenMQ 

installed and imq.jar and ims.jar on the classpath, which can be downloaded from 

https://mq.dev.java.net, or you need KryoNet, which can be downloaded from 

http://code.google.com/p/kryonet, and you need to have the bundled jars on the classpath 

(currently, it contains asm-3.2.jar, kryo-1.01.jra, kryonet-1.01.jar, minlog-1.2.jar, and 

reflectasm-0.8.jar). You can choose which messaging provider to use by setting the 

property “sparky.messagehandler.impl” to the canonical classname of the messaging 

implementation. 

All the required dependencies and the project itself can be found on the attached DVD. 

  

                                                 

1
 Where the operating system is itself available on the architecture 

http://java.sun.com/javase/downloads/index.jsp
http://cglib.sourceforge.net/
https://mq.dev.java.net/
http://code.google.com/p/kryonet
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2.2. Functionality overview 

Sparky provides several facilities besides the standard IoC ones: 

- You can tag your instances and have instant access from anywhere within your 

application – it doesn’t matter if the references instance is local, or it’s bound to a remote 

machine 

- You can replicate your method calls on a specified instance, thus making it highly 

available 

- You can partition your collections, thus spreading the data on all nodes (this can be made 

highly available, too) 

- You can distribute your threads to spread the load on the cluster 

In each of the following sections we’re going to present you application from the bundled 

functionality tests, which will highlight the usage of a specific functionality, and explain it 

step by step. 

There are two ways to configure the container. The first is to define system properties – this 

method is used to set global parameters, like the number of task processing threads. The 

second way is to use metadata annotations – these are used to specify run-time context-

dependent behaviour, like the global name of the injected object. There’s no need for even 

a single XML configuration file. 

Please bear in mind that Sparky is not production-ready. It was created as a technology 

demo in order to show the power of Java. The distributed section of the guide refers to a 

cold-booted environment, where the nodes just connected. Node disconnects and data 

migration is not supported at all. 
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2.3. Basic IoC features: object creation and injection 

2.3.1. Object creation 

To start using Sparky, you need to create a Container instance. Each container instance 

handles its own networking, threading and resources. To create new instances of your 

objects, instead using the new keyword, you should always use the container’s 

getInstance() method. If you don’t need any extra functionality, it behaves just like the 

regular new keyword. However, if still provides you with statistical information, like the 

number of objects created. Each and every object has a unique identifier within the 

container (or if more than one is connected, then among all the connected containers), 

which can be: 

- a type 4, pseudo randomly generated universally unique identifier
2
 (UUID), or 

- any string specified at instantiation by the user. 

Let’s have a look at the various getInstance() overloads, and what they do. In its simplest 

form, it behaves exactly like the new keyword: 

public <T> T getInstance(Class<T> clazz, Object... initparams) 

The first parameter is the class type, and the second one is a variable argument list: the 

constructor parameters. The container looks up all the available constructors for the 

specified class, selects the best-matching (in terms of type-compatibility) one, and then 

tries to instantiate the class using the selected constructor. If – on any point of the 

instantiation process – an error occurs, an InvalidArgumentException will be raised. 

Otherwise, the newly created instance will be returned. 

There’s an overload allowing you to specify the global name, as well: 

public <T> T getInstance(Class<T> clazz, String globalId, Object... initparams) 

The third overload (which is used by the previous two, internally), allows you maximal 

flexibility: 

                                                 

2
 RFC 4122; http://java.sun.com/javase/6/docs/api/java/util/UUID.html 
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public <T> T getInstance(Class<T> clazz, InstanceType type, String globalId, 

Object... initparams) 

The second parameter, type specifies the internal type of the instance you’re creating. It can 

alter the container’s behavior regarding the specific instance.  

Let’s see what it values can be: 

- InstanceType.LOCAL means that the new instance is bound to the container it was 

created by; the effects of this on injection will be described later 

- InstanceType.DISTRIBUTED means every method call on this object will be 

replicated on all of the connected container; new containers will automatically get a 

clone of the current instance as of the time of joining the cluster 

- InstanceType.PARTITIONED means the data contained within the particular 

instance will be split between instances in different containers 

- InstanceType.REMOTE means that all method calls must be forwarded in a 

synchronous manner to a specific container, but towards the user this behavior is 

hidden: the instance functions just like a local one. 

In this chapter, we’re going to concentrate on the first one. The next chapters contain a 

detailed look on the others. 

Once you created an instance this way, you can use it as you would without a container. 

2.3.2. Injection 

One of most used aspects of an IoC container is injection. There are several types of 

injection: 

- Constructor injection is when the container can figure out the constructor 

parameters and inject them at object creation 

- Setter injection is when the created java object has some setters for some of its 

fields, and after creating the instance, the container automatically calls one or more 

setter methods 

- Field injection is the most convenient form: after the constructor finished, the 

container looks up all the fields marked for injection, and tries to do so 
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Sparky supports all three, so let’s see them one by one with an example. 

2.3.2.1. Constructor injection 

The major advantage when using constructor injection is that your class can be made 

immutable provided its state only includes final fields initialized by the constructor. A 

minor inconvenience is that the definition of such a constructor can become very long.  

One restriction applies: the constructor parameter’s types must be primitive types, due to a 

bug in the JVM
3
. 

Let’s suppose we have a class named SimpleClass, with only one method, getValue(), 

which returns an integer: 

public class SimpleClass { 

    public int getValue() { 

        return 5; 

    } 

} 

 

 

And we have a class, that would like to use it, using constructor injection: 

public class SimpleClassUser { 

    private final SimpleClass simpleClass; 

    private final int multiplier; 

    public SimpleClassUser(@Inject(name="foo") SimpleClass   

simpleClass, Integer multiplier) { 

        this.simpleClass = simpleClass; 

        this.multiplier = multiplier; 

    } 

    public void bar() { … } 

    } 

} 

                                                 

3
 Autoboxing and generics were introduced in Java 5, but some APIs couldn’t be changed. So Class’s 

isAssignableFrom does not check if boxing can help, it only checks widening conversions. See Bug #6456930 

for details. 
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As we can see, the Inject annotation tells the container to look up its instance registry to 

find the object with the unique identifier “foo”. Apart from this metadata, there’s nothing 

changed compared to a simple POJO. Now, the code to actually demonstrate the injection 

would be:  

public class Test { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        Container container = new Container(); 

        container.getInstance(SimpleClass.class, "foo"); 

        SimpleClassUser u = 

container.getInstance(SimpleClassUser.class, 1); 

        u.bar(); 

    } 

} 

 

 

First, we instantiate the container, then create a new instance of SimpleClass, with the 

global identifier “foo”. From this point on, anyone can refer to this particular instance by 

this global name, then we move on to instantiate SimpleClassUser, and we supply one 

constructor parameter, “1”. As an integer literal, it’s represented using the primitive type 

int, and then it becomes boxed to an Integer, which now can be matched by the container as 

the second actual constructor parameter type to SimpleClassUser. 

2.3.2.2. Setter injection 

The name is a bit misleading. This is in fact a bit more than setter injection – after the 

object is instantiated, we can call any number of methods. The only requirement is that 

- they have to be annotated with @Inject 

- they must have only one argument, and this argument’s type must be either the 

same or a superclass of the named instance’s type 
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There’s no order guaranteed upon instantiation. Let’s see how the modified 

SimpleClassUser looks like: 

public class SimpleClassUser { 

    private final int multiplier; 

    private SimpleClass simpleClass; 

 

    public SimpleClassUser(Integer multiplier) { 

        this.multiplier = multiplier; 

    } 

 

    public SimpleClass getSimpleClass() { 

        return simpleClass; 

    } 

 

    @Inject(name="foo") 

    public void setSimpleClass(SimpleClass simpleClass) { 

        this.simpleClass = simpleClass; 

    } 

 

    public void bar() { 

        System.out.println(simpleClass.getValue()); 

    } 

} 

 

The bar method has been omitted due to space constraints, but it’s there, and it’s the same 

as in the previous version. Compared to constructor injection, the object has lost its 

immutability, and gained the standard setter/getter methods for the simpleClass field. Upon 

instantiation, the container looks through the methods, and if the above requirements hold, 

the selected setter gets invoked. 

2.3.2.3. Field injection 

The last item on the list is the most widely adopted form of injection. In this case, the 

@Inject annotation gets placed on one or more fields. The field must not be final. 
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public class SimpleClassUser { 

    private final int multiplier; 

    @Inject(name="foo") 

    private SimpleClass simpleClass; 

 

    public SimpleClassUser(Integer multiplier) { 

        this.multiplier = multiplier; 

    } 

 

    public void bar() { 

        System.out.println(simpleClass.getValue()); 

    } 

} 

 

In this case, the container first instantiates the class (SimpleClassUser), then iterates 

through the declared fields, check if the specific field is injectable, and if it is, it attempts to 

perform it. 

2.3.2.4. Interface bindings, default behavior, mixing injection types 

Of course, sometimes it’s inconvenient to name every object, or to create an object just for 

one injection’s sake.  

If the object’s type which @Inject applies to is an interface, then you can have several 

options: 

- either you can bind a specific class to be instantiated and injected 

- or you can bind a specific instance to be injected 

You can do these using the bind method. Here are the signatures of the two overloads: 

<T> void bind(Class<T> interfaceClass, Class<? extends T> implementationClass) 

and 
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<T> void bind(Class<T> interfaceClass, Object instance) 

If you choose to bind an implementation class to the interface, then it has to have a no-arg 

constructor, else an IllegalArgumentException will be raised. 

To illustrate how it works, let’s have a simple interface, and an almost empty 

implementation, with a user class: 

 

public interface SimpleInterface { 

    public void x(); 

} 

 

public class SimpleInterfaceImpl implements SimpleInterface { 

    public void x() { 

        System.out.println("hi!"); 

    } 

} 

 

public class SimpleInterfaceUser { 

    @Inject 

    private SimpleInterface simpleInterface; 

 

    public void x() { 

        simpleInterface.x(); 

    } 

} 
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To instantiate SimpleInterfaceUser, one would do the following: 

public class Main { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        Container container = new Container(); 

        container.bind(SimpleInterface.class, 

SimpleInterfaceImpl.class); 

        SimpleInterfaceUser u = 

container.getInstance(SimpleInterfaceUser.class); 

        u.x(); 

    } 

} 

 

Another method is to annotate the interface declaration directly: 

@DefaultImplementation(SimpleInterfaceImpl.class) 

public interface SimpleInterface { 

    public void x(); 

} 

 

The container then automatically binds the specified implementation to this interface. In 

case the referenced type is not an interface, but a class, then the default behavior is to try to 

instantiate it. For this to be successful, it must have a no-argument default constructor. This 

default behavior can be overridden by setting the 

sparky.container.instantiationFallbackOnFailedInjection property to false. If a name 

parameter is specified in @Injection, and the previously described fallback behavior is 

enabled (as it is by default), then 

- if the class has been marked with @Local, then a locally binded named instance 

will be created 

- if the class has been marked with @Distributed, then a globally distributed 

instance will be created. See the next chapter for details about these instances. 

In case there is no annotation present on the class, @Local is the default. 
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The above illustrated injection techniques can be used together in any combination. 

Currently, the container does not support cyclic dependency resolution. 

2.4. Replication 

Object-state replication is commonly used to achieve high availability of the specified 

object. Since the object is available locally in each and every container, it could be used as 

a global cache, for example for session data (in case we’re serving HTTP requests). 

2.4.1. Prerequisits 

In order to be connected, containers need a way to know of each other. There are two built-

in methods to do this: 

- either you use JMS, where one topic is used for broadcast communication; this code 

is OpenMQ specific 

- or every node in your cluster (the containers) will be connected directly; this 

implementation uses KryoNet  

Either way, you need to have the libraries on your classpath, and you can’t mix and match 

them: all of your containers need to use the same method. For detailed information about 

where to obtain the required libraries, see Chapter 2.1. 

You can set the default messaging provider by setting the property sparky.messaging.impl 

to 

- nza.sparky.core.handlers.JMSMessageHandlerImpl to use an external JMS broker 

as a messaging middleware 

- nza.sparky.core.handlers.KryoMessageHandlerImpl to use the internal messaging 

platform built upon KryoNet 

- any of your own class’ canonical name, provided it extends the MessageHandler 

abstract class and has a no-argument constructor 

The default is to use the built-in platform built upon KryoNet. The next two chapters details 

the configuration options for both of the provided implementations. If you would like to 
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develop your own message handler, please consult the relevant section of the Developer’s 

Guide. 

2.4.1.1. Configuring JMS parameters 

The following configuration options can be specified: 

- sparky.messagehandler.jms.brokerHost needs to be set to the hostname of the 

broker. If not set, an IllegalArgumentException is raised during startup. 

- sparky.messagehandler.jms.brokerPort can to be set to the port of the message 

broker (default: 7676) 

- sparky.messagehandler.jms.username can be set to the username to use for the 

connection (default: admin) 

- sparky.messagehandler.jms.password can be set to the password to use for the 

connection (default: admin) 

- sparky.messagehandler.jms.topicName can be set to the topicname to be used for 

communication between the nodes (default: sparky) 

- sparky.messagehandler.jms.numberOfProcessingThreads can be set to the number 

of processing threads which will be spawned by the implementation; the default is 

twice the available cores in the system 

2.4.1.2. Configuring KryoNet parameters 

The following configuration options can be specified: 

- sparky.messagehandler.kryo.serverHost – the outer IP address of the local machine, 

running the local container 

- sparky.messagehandler.kryo.serverPort – the container’s port 

- sparky.messagehandler.kryo.peerHost – only needs to be specified when you’re 

joining an existing container cluster; in that case, it should be an arbitrary node’s 

hostname or IP address 

- sparky.messagehandler.kryo.peerHost – only needs to be specified when joining an 

existing container cluster; in that case, it should be the port of the container running 

at the hostname specified by the previous property 
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- sparky.messagehandler.kryo.numberOfProcessingThreads can be set to the number 

of processing threads which will be spawned by the implementation; the default is 

twice the available cores in the system 

2.4.2. Security 

It should be noted that the container does not support any form of authentication or 

authorization, however, if one is using the JMS middleware, it’s possible to configure topic 

privileges at the broker. For further information about this, see [Masoud]. When using the 

Kyro implementation, it’s possible to filter the ports by a firewall running on the related 

systems. For more information about that, consulting your operation system’s vendor. 

2.4.3. Example 

To create such an object, you either use the container’s getInstance() method, or you could 

annotate the class with @Distributed. As a reminder, here is the (now relevant 

overload’s) signature: 

public <T> T getInstance(Class<T> clazz, InstanceType type, String globalId, 

Object... initparams) 

For our purpose, you should pass InstanceType.DISTRIBUTED as the second parameter, 

which will tell the container that you would like to do this in all of the connected 

containers. In this case, get getInstance() method only returns once the new object has been 

created in all of the containers. As an example, let’s say we would like to create a global 

counter:  
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public class Counter { 

    private final AtomicInteger value; 

 

    public Counter() { 

        value = new AtomicInteger(); 

    } 

 

    @Consistency(ConsistencyLevel.SYNCHRONOUS) 

    public void increment() { 

        value.incrementAndGet(); 

    } 

 

    @Const 

    public int get() { 

        return value.get(); 

    } 

} 

 

The @Consistency annotation tells the container the consistency requirements per method, 

and the @Const annotation means that the referenced method won’t be changing the state 

of the object. 

The @Consistency annotation’s parameter can be: 

-  ConsistencyLevel.SYNCHRONOUS: when calling a method annotated with this 

on a distributed instance, the method call should hang until every connected 

container has run the method 

- ConsistencyLevel.SEMISYNCHRONOUS: when calling a method annotated with 

this on a distributed instance, the method call should hang until every connected 

container has received the request to call the method on the local object. There is no 

time guarantee when will this happen. 
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- ConsistencyLevel.ASYNCHRONOUS: when calling a method annotated with this 

on a distributed instance, return immediately after a successful invocation on the 

local instance, but notify all the known containers about the method call. 

If no annotation is specified on a distributed instance, 

ConsistencyLevel.ASYNCHRONOUS is the default. If the annotation is used on a local 

instance, it does nothing. 

Let’s create a class that injects a reference to the local instance using field injection: 

 

public class CounterUser { 

    @Inject(name="counter") 

    private Counter counter; 

 

    public void increment() { 

        counter.increment(); 

    } 

 

    @Const 

    public int getValue() { 

        return counter.get(); 

    } 

} 

 

Here’s how a simple test would look like: 

 

public class Main { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        Container containerA = new Container(); 

        containerA.connect(); 

 

        Container containerB = new Container(); 

        containerB.connect(); 
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        Counter localCounter = 

containerA.getInstance(Counter.class, 

InstanceType.DISTRIBUTED, "counter"); 

        CounterUser remoteUser = 

containerB.getInstance(CounterUser.class); 

        for(int i = 0; i < 5; i++) 

                localCounter.increment(); 

        System.out.println(remoteUser.getValue()); 

 

        containerA.shutdown(); 

        containerB.shutdown(); 

    } 

} 

 

First, we create two containers. In this example, the container runs on the same machine, 

but that doesn’t make any difference: the two instances could be running on separate 

machines, connected over a network. 

Then we create the named instance of our Counter class, and specify that we would like to 

create a distributed instance. Now, instead of this step, we could have annotated Counter 

itself with @Distributed, and then replaced the first getInstance call with this one: 

CounterUser localUser = 

containerA.getInstance(CounterUser.class); 

 

The container would automatically create the distributed named instance then, upon first 

injection. This can be a preferred method of injecting global classes, since usually such 

classes are never used directly, they are mostly injected into other classes, and used there. 

2.5. Data partitioning and querying 

Let’s say you have lots of data, and you would like to store them in-memory. Now, scaling 

up becomes a problem: there’s a limit on how much memory you can put into a single 

system (either physically, or in its pricing…). However, you can do it Google-way: buy lots 
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of servers, and partition your data. Sparky can automatically partition your data evenly. The 

class on the next page is designed to hold a list of Integers, and it has two methods: one to 

add an Integer into the internal list, and one method to calculate their sum. 

@Partitioned 

public class IntegerStore { 

    private List<Integer> storedIntegers = new 

LinkedList<Integer>(); 

 

    @Add 

    @Consistency(ConsistencyLevel.SYNCHRONOUS) 

    public void addInteger(Integer i) { 

        storedIntegers.add(i); 

    } 

 

    public int getLocalSize() { 

        return storedIntegers.size(); 

    } 

 

    @Combine 

    public Long getSum() { 

        long sum = 0L; 

        for(Integer number : storedIntegers) 

            sum += number; 

        return sum; 

    } 

 

    @Combinator 

    public Long sumCombinator(List<Long> sums) { 

        long sum = 0L; 

        for(Long value : sums) 

            sum += value; 

        return sum; 

    } 

} 
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The call is annotated with @Partitioned. The requirements to be able to automatically 

partition a class is as follows: 

- it must have a no-argument constructor 

- it must implement a method that has been annotated with @Add 

- it must implement a method that has been annotated with @Combine 

- it must implement a method that has been annotated with @Combinator, however, 

if the signature of the method annotated with @Combine looks like this: 

public <T> T getSomething() 

then the signature of the method annotated with @Combinator must be: 

public <T> T methodName(List<T> results) 

The first requirement is common enough, and mainly a restriction coming from the 

serialization behind all of this. The method annotated with @Add is the key: it’s calls will 

be shared between containers, so no matter where you call the method from, it will be run 

only once, but the container it’s run inside will be selected in runtime. The method 

annotated with @Combine will be run simultaneously in each container when called, then 

these results will be passed to the method annotated with @Combinator. Here’s a snippet of 

the usage: 

 

        IntegerStore localIntegerStore = 

containerA.getInstance(IntegerStore.class, "store"); 

        IntegerStore storeB = 

containerB.getInstance(IntegerStore.class, "store"); 

        IntegerStore storeC = 

containerC.getInstance(IntegerStore.class, "store"); 

 

        for(int i = 0; i < 10000; i++) 

            localIntegerStore.addInteger(i); 

        System.out.println(storeB.getSum()); 

 

As it can be seen, the nature of the instance is transparent to the user. 
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3. Developer’s guide 

This section of the documentation is intended to those who would like to modify or extends 

the source code. In the first few chapters, we’re going to talk about the internal structure of 

the library, and how different pieces work together. Then we’re going to have a look at all 

the available classes and their methods. 

3.1. Internal design overview and implementation details 

The user interacts with the library using the Container class. This class can be instantiated 

at any time by the user, and he/she can create as many instances as he/she likes. If the 

container is used standalone, then it only provides standard inversion of control facilities; if 

it’s used in a cluster, then it has to manage the cluster too. 

3.1.1. Injection 

The Container’s getInstance() method is the preferred way for a user to create instances. 

The method parameters specify the class of the object to be created, the requested type, and 

the constructor parameters. Every object ever instantiated by the container is stored in an 

internal ConcurrentHashMap<String, InstanceDescriptor>, where the key 

is the instance’s globally unique identifier, and the second type is type used to describe the 

instance’s role. 

Let’s have a look at InstanceDescriptor’s code: 

public class InstanceDescriptor { 

    public final InstanceType type; 

    public final Object realObject; 

    public final MethodInterceptor proxyObject; 

    public final Object proxiedInstance; 

 

    public InstanceDescriptor(InstanceType type, 

                              Object realObject, 

                              MethodInterceptor proxyObject, 

                              Object proxiedInstance) { 

        this.type = type; 

        this.realObject = realObject; 
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        this.proxyObject = proxyObject; 

        this.proxiedInstance = proxiedInstance; 

    } 

} 

 

The fields’ roles: 

- type is used to tell the container how it should relate to the object, and it defines if it 

should be accessed through the proxiesInstance, or not. See the next listing for it’s 

values 

- realObject is a reference to the actual, in-memory instance 

- proxyObject is proxy object used by cglib to route method calls. 

- proxiedInstance is the generated class by cglib. Most of the time (except when type 

is LOCAL), the user gets back a reference to this object 

Let’s have a look at InstanceType’s values: 

- InstanceType.LOCAL means that the new instance is bound to the container it was 

created by; the effects of this on injection will be described later 

- InstanceType.DISTRIBUTED means every method call on this object will be 

replicated on all of the connected container; new containers will automatically get a 

clone of the current instance as of the time of joining the cluster 

- InstanceType.PARTITIONED means the data contained within the particular 

instance will be split between instances in different containers 

- InstanceType.REMOTE means that all method calls must be forwarded in a 

synchronous manner to a specific container, but towards the user this behavior is 

hidden: the instance functions just like a local one. 

Now about how the actual injection happens. First, the container tries to find a matching 

constructor using getMatchingConstructor(). If it can’t find a suitable one, an 

IllegalArgumentException is raised, else createInstance() will be called with almost the 

same parameters as getInstance – except now, we already know which constructor to use, 

but instead of the matching Constructor<?>, we’re passing it’s hash. In standalone mode, 

we could operate with it itself, but we can’t serialize it efficiently – that’s why the hash is 
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used instead. If the instance type is set to InstanceType.DISTRIBUTED, and the call 

haven’t originated within (so it’s been made by a user), then we notify the other containers, 

else return with the now created instance. 

createInstance()’s behavior is straightforward: 

- find the constructor based on its hash 

- instantiate it using instantiate() [for constructor injection] 

- inject fields using injectFields() [for field injection] 

- inject setters using injectSetters() [for setter injection] 

instantiate() looks at a constructor’s parameters, the given parameter list and tries to 

synthesize the actual Object[] argument list for the real constructor (number of injected 

parameters + specified parameters equals the length of the reflective newInstance()’s 

required argument list). Both field and setter injection works using reflection. The method 

private Object getInjectableObject(Class<?> type, Inject 

inject) 

 

plays a crucial role: it’s the basic “hub”, where every method inside the container who 

needs to inject an object of type type calls. The rules: 

- if type equals Container.class, then this is injected 

- if there was a no name specified on the injection, then there are two cases: 

o if type is an interface, and there’s an interface binding, then either inject the 

binding object, or instantiate the binded implementation type 

o else if fallback is allowed, and the type’s class is not distributed, then try to 

instantiate it, and inject it if successful 

- if there was a name specified, then 

o look it’s InstanceDescriptor up, and if it’s found, then 

 if it’s a distributed class, then instantiate and inject it 

 if it’s a local instance, and it’s assignable to type, then inject it 

If a case wasn’t covered, getInjectableObject() raises an IllegalArgumentException. 
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3.1.2. Container cooperation 

If a container is not used standalone, then it needs to communicate with the others. There 

are three ways to do it: 

- you can use the built-in JMS-based messaging, which uses a topic on an OpenMQ 

broker 

- you can use the built-in KryoNet-based messaging, in which case every node will 

be connected with every other node 

- you can roll your own 

No matter which method you’re going to use, the container itself uses message passing. 

The basic message unit is a Notification. It tells the container the event’s type that 

happened and provides the necessary context to handle it. When an event is received, an 

acknowledgement event is sent back, if requested. There are three types of consistency 

requirements presented from the user side, but only two can trigger this: if the event is a 

semi-synchronous one, it requires an acknowledgement when the container received the 

request from the network, or if it’s a synchronous one, in which case it requires an 

acknowledgement when the processing of the event is finished, and all necessary state 

changes are visible in the local container. The enum type RequiredAckType is used to 

determine this, which can be in two states: 

- RECEIVEDACK, if the event is semi-synchronous 

- FINISHEDACK, if it’s synchronous 

Back to the Notification class. An instance consists of the following information: type, id, 

type of the required acknowledgement, the id of the source container, and the id of the 

destination container; and finally an attachment. 

Let’s see what each field is for, and start with the type. 
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3.2. Notifications 

3.2.1. Notification 

public NotificationType type can have the following values: 

- RECEIVEDACK, if it’s an acknowledgement for a semi-synchronous event 

- FINISHEDACK, if it’s an acknowledgement for a synchronous event 

- INTERNALSHUTDOWN, if the notification is used as a poison pill 

- NEWINSTANCE, if a distributed instance was created somewhere, and we need to 

instantiate it locally too 

- METHODCALL, if a remote container requires the local container to call a method 

on a local instance 

- SPECIAL, if the notification carries implementation dependent information 

public String ackId: all notifications have globally unique identifiers just like instances, so 

when a received/finished acknowledgement is sent back, we can tie it to the originating 

request 

public RequiredAckType requiredAckType: has been discussed above 

public String sourceContainerId: contains the globally unique identifier of the 

originating container; it mostly servers message routing purposes. 

public String destinationContainerId: contains the globally unique identifier of the 

destination container; it mostly servers message routing purposes. If it’s not set (null), then 

it means the message is to be received by every known container. 

public Object attachment: if the received event is (semi-)synchronous, then it can return 

data to the originating container, for example the result of a method call. 

The class has a static Builder class, and a constructor that takes an instance of this builder 

class to construct the actual object [EJ Item 2]. Sadly, serialization requires that no field is 

final, and a no-argument constructor is present, so it can’t be immutable. Still, the builder 

pattern still has one advantage: it creates the object in one step (from the caller’s view). 
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3.2.2. NewInstanceNotification 

This event is used to signal the container that a distributed instance was created somewhere 

in the cluster, and it should instantiate it locally. This notification is a synchronous one, and 

the getInstance() method used to start the instantiation only returns when the new named 

instance is available on every container. 

The fields to pass context are: 

public String globalID: it’s set to the named instance’s globally unique identifier 

public String className: it’s set to the canonical classname of the instance’s type 

public String constructorHash: contains the hash of the best-fitting constructor. 

public Object[] params: contains the parameters passed to the original getInstance() call 

It has two constructors:  

The default, argumentless constructor sets the type to 

NotificationType.NEWINSTANCE, and specifies that the event is synchronous, and it 

requires a finished acknowledgement; 

The other constructor has a single String argument, and sets everything the previous 

does, plus it sets the destination container’s unique identifier. 

3.2.3. MethodCallNotification 

This event requests the container to call a specific method on a specific instance. The fields 

so pass the context are: 

public String id: it’s set to instance’s globally unique identifier 

public String methodName: the name of the method to run 

public int numberOfParameters: the number of arguments needed for  method invocation 

public Object[] parameters: contains the parameters passed to the original getInstance() 

call 
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The default argumentless constructor sets the type of the notification to 

NotificationType.METHODCALL, and the required acknowledgment type to NONE. 

The most commonly used constructor is the second one: 

public MethodCallNotification(ConsistencyLevel consistency, String 

destinationContainerId): as this event is triggered by a method call, the container can 

check the required ConsistencyLevel on the method, and pass it as a parameter. The 

ConsistencyLevel enum is used to tell the container how a method on a distributed instance 

should be invoked. It has three values: 

- ASYNCHRONOUS, if there’s no need to wait until the method is finished on other 

containers 

- SEMISYNCHRONOUS, if we should until every object gets the notification, then 

return 

- SYNCHRONOUS, if we should only return from the method call if every 

connected container has been notified and finished calling the method. 

All enum members can be directly converted into ConsistencyLevel with their 

toRequiredAckType() method. The destinationContainerId parameter defines the which 

container should process the event. 

3.3. MessageHandler 

Every messaging implementation must subclass MessageHandler, which is an abstract 

class. Internally, it uses a consumer on a blocking queue to get the messages, then 

processes them. Let’s see its methods: 

public void setContainer(Container container): sets the private field container to the 

owning container’s reference. 

public void setNotificationQueue(BlockingQueue<Notification> notification): sets the 

private field notifications; this is the queue we’re going to consume 
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public void start() throws ConnectException: starts the consumer thread on the internal 

blocking queue; in itself it doesn’t throw the declared exception, but startup methods 

should be overridden by the subclass. 

public void shutdown() stops the consumer using a poison pill [JCIP 7.17]; should be 

overridden in the subclass 

protected Notification handleIncomingNotification(Notification notification): this 

method should be called by the subclass whenever it receives a new notification from a 

container. The returned Notification is usually a FINISHEDACK, and should be sent out as 

a reply, but it’s up to the implementation. 

When subclassing this abstract class, you have to implement the following methods: 

public void init(Properties properties): gets called by the container when it’s started by 

the user; should initialize the handler’s state 

public void sendNotification(Notification notification): the method’s purpose is to send 

the notification to a destination container (or the whole cluster, if it’s indicated). 

public void handleSpecialNotification(Notification notification): as mentioned 

previously, NotificationType.SPECIAL is reserved for implementation-specific messages. 

This is the method that gets called when such a message is handled by 

handleIncomingNotifiation(). 

Of course you have to receive notifications from the other containers. In most cases, that 

can be implemented by an inner class, running as a thread. Most of the time, you want to 

override start() and shutdown(), but be sure to call the superclass’ respective methods. 

3.3.1.1. JMSMessageHandlerImpl 

The class extends MessageHandler, and connects to a topic using JMSTopicHelper. 

Internally uses a fixed threadpool, using 2*numberOfCPUs by default, but can be 

overridden by “sparky.messagehandler.jms.threads”. After a message is received by the 

internal MessageListener, a receive acknowledgement is immediately produced, and a call 

to handleIncomingNotification wrapped inside a Runnable is placed on the threadpool. A 
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JMS session is single-threaded, so the receiver receives the messages linearily, and if the 

processing takes a lot of time, this can hinder performance. A threadpool can help this 

situation. 

3.3.1.2. KryoMessageHandlerImpl 

When started, it listens on a port for incoming requests. If a peer is specified, then it shares 

it’s connection information with the new container, using NotificationType.SPECIAL. To 

facilitate sending such special messages, kyro has its own SpecialNotification class, that 

extends Notification. It’s publicly available fields: 

List<Properties> propertiesList: every Properties element inside the list contains the 

connection information (id, host and port) for exactly one container. 

int specialType: it can be any arbitrary integer, however only the first 3 values are in use: 

- It’s set to 0 if it’s the initial connection from the new container to the peer 

- It’s set to 1 if it’s the reply to this initial request 

- It’s set to 2 if it’s a simple connection requests, and the sender wants no answer 

 

Let’s say the peer is already connected to a container (depicted by the “connected” node on 

the figure). Then when new connects to it’s peer, the following happens: 

- It sends out a notification with type set to NotificationType.SPECIAL, and Stype 

set to 0; this contains it’s id, host, and port information (1) 

- The peer connects to the new node 
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- The peer node replies with a notification, again of the type 

NotificationType.SPECIAL, however, Stype is set to 1 now. This contains the 

connect information for all the containers peer was connected with before it 

connected to the new one (2) 

- The new container creates a connection to all of the new nodes, and asks them to 

connect to itself; this is again a notification with type set to 

NotificationType.SPECIAL, and Stype set to 2. In this case, the connection 

information list inside only contains the peer’s self data. 

3.4. The nza.sparky.core.annotations package 

Every annotation inside the package has been annotated with 

@Retention(RetentionPolicy.RUNTIME), which tells the JVM that we would 

like to access the annotation at runtime using reflection. 

Add is used as a method annotation inside a partitioned class; it marks the method as the 

entry point of the load-balancing. 

Combinator used as a method annotation inside a partitioned class to mark the method 

which will combine individual partition’s data 

Combine is used as a method annotation inside a partitioned class to mark the method 

whose result will be passed to the combinator as an element. 

Consistency is used as a method annotation inside distributed/partitioned class to inform 

the container of the consistency requirements of that method. Takes a single parameter of 

type ConsistencyLevel. 

ConsistencyLevel is used as a parameter to @Consistency to define the way the method 

should be treated by the container. All of the values support the toRequiredAckType() 

method, which converts the value into a RequiredAckType member. 

Const is used a method annotation inside a distributed/partitioned class to inform the 

container that the method won’t change the state of the object, thus there is no need to 

replicate the method call into other containers. 
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Distributed is used on classes to mark their instances as distributed. 

Inject can be used on fields, methods and method parameters, and informs the container 

that it should perform a lookup and/or object instantiation. Takes a single argument, 

“name”, which specifies the globally unique identifier of either the object to be created or 

in case it already exists, it serves as a lookup key. 

Partitioned is used on classes to mark their instances partitioned. Such classes must always 

be named during injection. 

3.5. The nza.sparky.core.proxies package 

There are two proxies in this package. 

DistributedProxy is created for every injection where the injection’s target is a class 

marked distributed/partitioned. The proxy is responsible for the following things: 

- If the called method is marked by @Combine, and the class is marked by 

@Partitioned, then do a cluster-wide invocation of the method, add the resulting 

objects into a list, pass it to the local method marked by @Combinator and present 

the result of its invocation as if were the result of the original method’s. 

- If the method is marked with @Add, and the class is marked with @Partitioned, 

then determine the next (according to the default round-robin) container to be used 

as the targetDestination for the remote method invocation, and invoke the method 

there. 

- If the target class is marked with @Distributed, and the method is not the equals(), 

hashMark() or clone() method, then do a cluster-wide invocation while respecting 

the @Consistency mark on the method, if any. 

It’s constructor signature is: 

public DistributedProxy(Object target, Container container, String globalID, 

BlockingQueue<Notification> queue, boolean routeEvents) 

The first parameter is the target behind the proxy, to so-called “real object”. The proxy 

needs a reference to the underlying container, the real object’s globally unique identifier, 
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and the internal notification queue. The last parameter specifies wether it should use try to 

distribute invocations of methods marked by @Add. 

It has one private method: 

private List<Object> getResultsFromPartitions(Method method) is the method used to 

request all the connected containers to invoke synchronously the method specified in the 

first parameter, then after returning add them to a list. This list is returned by the method to 

be consumed by the method marked by @Combinator. 

LocalMockProxy is injected if InstanceType.REMOTE is the InstanceType stored with the 

given globally unique identifier; such objects can only instantiated by calling getInstance() 

explicitly. When an instance method is invoked through this proxy, it automatically and 

synchronously does a remote method invocation on a selected instance. It’s constructor is: 

public LocalMockProxy(Container container, String globalId) 

where the first parameter is a reference to the underlying container, and the second 

parameter is the globally unique identifier of the object mocked. 

Both proxies share a method, which comes from the MethodInjector proxy. 

public Object intercept(Object obj, Method method, Object[] args, MethodProxy 

proxy) throws Throwable is the hub where all method invocations on the instance 

represented by any of the above proxies are routed to. The first object is the object created 

by cglib upon the creation of the proxy, which won’t be used, but the interface signature 

must be uphold. The second parameter is the reflective object that represents the method 

itself; the third parameter contains the parameters passed to the method when invoked, and 

the forth parameter is the proxy object. 

3.6. The nza.sparky.core.util package 

AckBarrier is a general class which can be used as a threading barrier for asynchronous 

threads [JCIP 5.5.4]. Threads can block on an String id; if the previously set number of 

threads has already signaled, then the waiting threads get resumed. Internally, is uses a 
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CountDownLatch to do this. Here is an example, where the we require all the threads to 

finish before resuming normal operations: 

class Main { 

    public static void main(String[] args) { 

        final AckBarrier barrier = new AckBarrier(); 

        for(int i = 0; i < 10; i++) { 

            new Thread(new Runnable() { 

                public void run() { 

                    try { 

                        Thread.sleep(2000); 

                    } catch(InterruptedException e) { 

                        e.printStackTrace(); 

                    } 

                    barrier.signalId("test"); 

                } 

            }).start(); 

        } 

        barrier.waitForId("test", 10); 

    } 

} 

 

It has one no-argument constructor, and the following methods: 

public void waitForId(String id, int count) can be used to start waiting up to count 

signals for the specified id 

public void signal(String id) can be used to signal a specified id, decrementing it’s latches 

value 

public void signalId(String id, Object attachment) can be used to signal a specified id, 

and bind the attachment object to the id for later retrieval. 

public Object getAttachedObject(int id) can be used to retrieve the attached object 
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Binding: the container uses instances of it as a key value to store the binding data to a 

specific type. Has two constructors: 

public Binding(BindingType type, Class<?> implementationClass) which can be used 

to construct an instance which will signal the container to try to instantiate 

implementationClass for injection. The type parameter should be 

BindingType.IMPLEMENTATION. 

public Binding(BindingType type, Object instance) which can be used to construct an 

instance which will tell the container to inject the second parameter. The type parameter 

should be BindingType.INSTANCE. 

EventRouter<T> interface. Can be implemented to provide a smart “iterator”. 

public void preSeed(List<T> ids) can be used to supply the initial list of values to choose 

from on each query 

public T getNext() returns the next element based on the implemented policy. 

JMSTopicHelper is used by the JMS messaging provider to handle the topic. It has the 

constructor: All of its methods can throw the JMSException to the caller. 

public JMSTopicHelper(String myId, String host, int port, String username, String 

password, String topicName) throws JMSException 

The first parameter specifies the container’s id, so it can label outgoing messages with it; 

then the broker specific informations are passed, such as host, port, username, password 

and the name of the topic to use. Then it tries to connect, creating all the necessary classes 

(connection factory, session, subscriber and publisher). 

public void registerListener(MessageListener listener) throws JMSException can be 

used to register a MessageListener on the topic. 

public void sendObjectMessage(Serializable object) throws JMSException is used to 

wrap the parameter into an ObjectMessage, and send it to the topic 
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public void sendObjectMessage(String destinationContainerId, Serializable object) 

throws JMSException can be used to send the specified object wrapped into an 

ObjectMessage to the topic, while setting an attribute to indicate who the intented recipient 

is. 

Pair<T, U> is a generic ordered pair implementation. It has one constructor: 

public Pair(T first, U second), which initializes the final fields. 

RREventRouter<T> is an EventRouter<T> implementation providing round-robin 

behavior. 

3.7. The nza.sparky.tests package 

The package contains 13 JUnit overall. There are three main classes, one to test local 

injection features, and one to test distributed injection features using both messaging 

implementations. Beware that the OpenMQ broker’s address is hardcoded to the test; it 

should be changed. 

The whole container is itself a module, that’s why the tests are functional tests instead of 

unit tests. 

StandaloneInjectionTest class tests for normal injection behavior: 

testSingleInjectedConstructorInjection(): tests constructor injection 

testSingleSetterInjection(): tests setter injection 

testSingleFieldInjection(): tests field injection 

testMixedInjectedConstructorInjection(): tests constructor injection where injected and 

normal parameters are mixed 

testInterfaceToImplementationClassBinding(): tests binding an interface to an 

implementation using the bind method 

testInterfaceToImplementationClassMetadataBinding(): tests binding an interface to an 

implementation using @DefaultImplementation 
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testInterfaceToInstanceBinding(): tests binding an interface to an instance 

failInterfaceToInstanceBinding(): tests if the container allows binding a wrong instance 

type to an interface type. 

DistributedInjectionTest is a parameterized JUnit test: it tests remote injection features 

using both the JMS-based, and the KryoNet-based implementation. 

testDistributedInstanceCreation(): tests NEWINSTANCE and METHODCALL 

notification propagation 

testConstMethod(): tests whether the @Const annotation on a method is honored or not. 
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4. Conclusion  

When someone tries to understand how complex systems work, it’s best to start at the small 

parts: if once all the small parts are understood, the picture will become clearer. Of course 

Sparky cannot be compared to Spring or a full-blown Java EE stack, but there is a clear 

advantage: it’s code size is manageable for students. 

Creating a new messaging implementation, or trying to evaluate the current code’s 

bottlenecks can be good exercises in the classroom. 

I believe Sparky is very lightweight, yet it supports many powerful features. The 

implementation of these features aren’t the best, and there are many things which could be 

improved: 

- container disconnection support 

- upper bound of a single instance’s number of concurrent copies inside a cluster 

- instead of round-robin, use a more adaptive way to select the container to use, like 

statistics 

- job migration support between nodes 

As it’s mentioned in the topic overview right after the front page, there are several other 

graph-types that can be tried to form a logical network to base the  a messaging 

implementation on. A test implementation was made for the Kautz-graph, but it was even 

slower than JMS-based messaging, due to the high cost of message distribution. It had a 

very high complexity/benefit ratio, so it was abandoned. 
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